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RASC Certiﬁcates - Dr. Sue Hart Observe the Moon ( Binoculars )
Here is a short look at her experience.

Sue
Hart

I decided to do the Explore the Moon Program
because it gave me a goal to pursue in my observing, and, as
RASC points out, the moon is easy to ﬁnd! Also, I can see it
very well in all its phases from my back deck in St. John's, and
was fascinated with its appearance once seen through my ﬁrst
binoculars. Of course, I am old enough to remember those
amazing live pictures of the ﬁrst moon landing, so this added to
my interest. I do not have a telescope yet but did invest in
some image-stabilizing binoculars soon after I began the
program, and that made it easier and more enjoyable.
I started in the Fall of 2019 and ﬁnished it at the end of
Editor: Randy Dodge
2020. I did not do much observing at all during the Summer of
* * * * *
Note: All photos and original works 2020, for various reasons, and resumed working on the
in this newsletter are the copyrighted program that Fall, so anybody going through it continuously
property of the photographers, and could ﬁnish it much faster. I used the RASC table of 40
writers. Permission to use any of
features listed as requirements to organize my observing
their photos for other purposes
sessions, following their useful system of identifying ideal
must be obtained from the
times in the moon's cycle to ﬁnd each particular feature. I used
photographer
RASC's moon map to locate each one, and I printed oﬀ copies
of their log book pages to record my observations. The Explore
the Moon Program (EMP) document on RASC's website was
very useful with plenty of suggestions for resources.
RASCNLTALK
Not surprisingly, the weather was the biggest obstacle! Clear
We have an email-based memberseeing was great when it happened, but sometimes even though
only discussion forum where
the moon was visible it was covered with haze, or scudding
you can have lively
clouds obscured it periodically, or the image waivered, even
discussions, technical banter,
with IS binoculars. That said, I did see the listed features
post photographs, whether
clearly enough in the end to conﬁrm my sight of them. I think
your ﬁrst trial eﬀort or an eye- that what I might call "my seeing eye" improved as I went
through the program, and when reviewing the list towards the
dropping amazing astro
end of 2020, I found that I had recorded a few earlier
masterpiece, and other astroobservations as "probable" , so had to go back and look for
related topics. A sample of
them again to make sure.
some recent photographs
Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed doing the EMP, and only
appears in the Gallery section decided to apply for the certiﬁcate towards the end. The
of this newsletter.
application process was straightforward, with the help of
Contact info@stjohnsrasc.ca to Nikolay and Randy, who reviewed my observation records and
notes, and recommended I apply directly to RASC with their
be added to the email list.
endorsement. When I ﬁnally get my telescope, I am looking
forward to looking at the moon in more detail.
Personal
Sue Hart
Achievement
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Mars 2020
By Garry Dymond
Some just take a quick look at Mars and say that’s nice, I observe Mars’ surface marking, mostly the
blue-grey against the general salmon- pink colouration of the planet. Mars’ rotation causes it’s
surface features to move westwards across it’s disk. The surface changes subtly, not only daily but
seasonally. Over the 50 years of observing the planet I’ve gotten to see many things: clouds, dust storms,
Polar caps melting and even Olympus Mons, the largest volcano in the solar system.
Over the years I tried to see all nomenclature of Mars but as maps get better I noticed that some labels are
being left off due to not being seen for years. If you look over the RASC Observer’s Handbook, the map
of Mars has changed over the years. After finding all the places found on newer maps and reading
reports of observer’s seeing sites that where not mentioned on the newer Mars maps, I began looking for
older maps with more nomenclature and I found the S. Ebaisawa‘s Mars map of 1957.
https://britastro.org/node/10895 . This is the most detail I found besides the canal maps and the BAA
consider the best reference for nomenclature although some areas haven’t been seen since the 70’s. So
over the years I’ve been looking for these sites on Mars. This year I had a chance to explore and find
some in my most elusive area the Hellas Basin. During my observing sessions over the years this basin
has been covered in clouds but this year during my observing season the Hellas Basin was clear.

Figure 1 Ebisawa’s map of Mars
My three favorite places to look at on Mars is Syrtis Major, Solis Lacus and Hellas.
Syrtis Major the prominent v-shaped feature, some see as North America, was discovered by Christiaan
Huygens on November 29,1659 and used it to discover that Mars had a 24 hr day like Earth. It was once
known as the Hourglass but was renamed Syrtis Major by Glovanni Schiaparelli in 1877. Many
remember him for making the canals famous. This area would grow and shrink through the
season leaving to believe that vegetation was growing there but The Mars Global Surveyor Satellite
showed us it was a low-relief shield volcano. It’s dark color comes from basaltic volcanic rock and
relative lack of dust.
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Mars 2020

Photo By Garry Dymond

By Garry Dymond

The seasonal dust storms give the impression of it growing bigger and smaller as the dust is placed and
removed by the winds.
Solis Lacus is the “Lake of the Sun” but known to most as the “Eye of Mars”, is known for dust storms
and one area where I use my colour filter to see if I can spot a dust storm beginning.
The area I really want to talk about is Hellas Planitia an impact crater formed about 4.1 to 4.8 billion
years ago. It maybe the 3rd or 4th largest impact crater in the solar system with a diameter of 2300 km and
depth of 7252m and details have eluded me over 25 observation seasons. I don’t know if it has been that
I live under the Jet stream (it drives me nuts how those not under this get so much more detail even under
what they call a bad night of seeing. I would call a good night.) Could it be that I am now using an 11
inch scope with an Atmospheric Dispersion Corrector instead of an 8 incher. That it was one of the best
Mars opposition I have witnessed for my area. As I looked over my many years of Mars observations I
have never seen Hellas Basin without cloud cover except for this year. Even most maps of Mars show it
being clouded over. ( See map in Observer’s Handbook 2020)
I wanted to see these early nomenclature features of the Hellas Basin some of which were mistaken as
possible canals. One of the most active areas on Mars is the Hellas Basin (292° W, 50° S), not only
because of its dynamic meteorology but also for its never-ceasing albedo changes. Surface structure
becomes apparent in this area when its darker center (Zea Lacus) seems to extend its arms or canals
(Alpheus) to the north, and connect Mare Hadriacum (265° W, 40° S) and Yaonis Fretum (318° W, 43°
S) eastward to the western edge of Peneus.
Peneus, Alpheus are lightly seen, connect to Zea Lacus in my photo. Yaonis Fretun is easily seen while
Nerei Depresso seems joined to Peneus. This was the clearest image I’ve gotten; if any other members
have better I would love to see them. I was so happy to see these areas of Mars as my eyes have never
captured them before. There are many features on Mars that I have observed over time but I’ll tell
you about them another time and when you go out to look up at the heavenly bodies take time to observe
and sometimes your eyes will see wonders.
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Space Pin Collecting
- Nikolay Damyanov
My small collection of Soviet space pins started when I walked into an antique shop in Bulgaria
several years ago and saw a huge collection of communist-era pins (literally thousands). There were
lots that were space-related and I didn't know what many of them commemorated but I bought a few
of the cool-looking ones and did my research. Since then, I've been looking around for more every
time I go back.

Communist-era pins were ubiquitous in Bulgaria and other
Eastern Bloc states for the half-century period that comprised
that regime. Such pins featured many topics such as science,
sports, friendship, labour, art, etc, and with space being such
a prominent achievement of the Soviet Union, it was only
natural that space-related pins were everywhere too. After
1991 and the fall of the regime, the pins became antiques but
considering how widespread they were, they can still be
found in antique shops today. They typically cost 5-15 lev
($3-11) each. Occasionally you'll ﬁnd more expensive ones or even medals. The value of these pins is
low due to most people considering them to be commonplace or because they're associated with an
era some people don't have fond memories of. Personally, I think they're very cool-looking and pieces
of history. They've also helped me explore and learn more about the Soviet contributions to space
exploration, which are rarely talked about in the west - likely due to the vestiges of the cold war era.
The pins commemorate:
Salyut-6, Soyuz-27 and Soyuz-28.
From the late 1970s, those are the ﬁrst space missions that
sent humans to space for longer-term space habitation. The
Soviet ﬂag is featured alongside the Czechoslovakian ﬂag because
Soyuz-28 included a Czechoslovakian - the ﬁrst non-Soviet or nonAmerican to go to space.
Interkosmos USSR and Bulgaria.
Interkosmos was a Soviet program to support other communist countries'
space programs. Thanks to it, many of those countries were able to send
humans in space. For Bulgaria, that was Georgi Ivanov, the ﬁrst and one
of two Bulgarians to go to space.
Hobby
1
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Interkosmos USSR and Cuba.
Another collaboration pin, this time between the USSR
and Cuba.
A commemorative pin for Yuri Gagarin,
the ﬁrst human in space.
The engraving around him says
"USSR Hero of the Cosmos”
The Sputnik Pin.
It commemorates one of the most
important achievements in space exploration: the launch
of the ﬁrst human artiﬁcial satellite in space on October 4, 1957.
The Vostok Pin.
The Vostok programme was included several missions
that sent the ﬁrst humans to space, including Yuri Gagarin
on Vostok-1.
The Luna 2 mission was the ﬁrst human spacecraft to
reach the surface of the Moon and the ﬁrst human-made
object to make contact with another celestial body,
on September 14, 1959.

A generic space Pin.
The Venera-9 and Venera-10
These space missions were humanity's ﬁrst lander on Venus,
and the ﬁrst landers on another planet. They lasted about
an hour on the deadly surface of Venus, sending back
valuable data. This is my favourite pin because it looks cool, the
mission was fascinating and because I enjoy planetary exploration
in general.

Hobby
2
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Guerilla Astrophotography with Telephoto Lenses
Can Antique Telephoto Lenses Compete with Modern Astrographs?

James Stacey

Newfoundland has the “second-worst” night skies in the world (begging the question who has the
worst) according to astronomer Chris Stevenson of the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada’s
St. John’s Centre. Chris also commented astrophotographers must employ “guerilla” tactics when
“sucker holes” appear in the seemingly omnipresent cloud cover.
This article describes the twists and turns in my transformation from amateur photographer to guerilla
astronomer.
I have pursued photography as a hobby for many years and have an assortment of cameras and lenses.
Photography can be an expensive hobby but astrophotography is even more so. I envied those with
dedicated observatories, I was jealous of astro-tourists traveling to exotic locations with stunning dark
skies, and I coveted the remote robotically controlled telescope.
But budgetary constraints have had a way of shaping my path without altering the ultimate destination.
I rescued an old Maksutov telescope, dating back to 1979, from my brother’s closet. A friend expertly
machined an adapter to connect the Mak to my camera and I pointed my antique telescope at the Orion
Nebula on a very cold winter night and waited for the photons to come… And waited… And waited…
I was told my Mak was too “slow” and I needed a “faster” telescope. I purchased a 6-inch Maksutov
Newtonian as a beginner’s telescope for my spouse, and purchased more adapters to connect my
cameras. The Mak-Newt was spectacular visually but taught me a lot about pinched optics and
miscollimation and coma.
I then experienced a severe bout of GAS (gear acquisition syndrome). What I needed was an
astrograph—a telescope designed without compromise for (and only for) astrophotography. My short
list of acceptable astrographs became longer and longer as I narrowed the field to refractors with
apertures between 100mm and 140mm. Prices ranged from 3,500 CAD to 10,000 CAD and beyond.
I learned about the superiority of FPL53 glass and the “critical” importance of Strehl ratios greater than
0.99. I learned achromatic doublets were unacceptable versus the superior apochromatic (or simply
APO) triplets, Petzval quadruplets, and sextuplets. I learned about nano-scale lens coatings and microcontrast and minimizing the number of lens elements to enhance contrast. I learned about field
flatteners, focal reducers and focal extenders. I learned that only expensive 3” and 3.5” focusers could
carry more than 10 pounds of filter wheels, off-axis guiders and cooled deep-sky astronomy cameras
without flexing the optical path.
I learned my full-frame cameras (versus APSC cameras) more than doubled the cost of everything!
I learned, no matter what astrograph I chose, it was “crucial” the payload capacity of my mount must
exceed, by at least a factor of two, the weight of the optical tube assembly (OTA) combined with all its
astrophotographic accessories, now and into the future. “Put your money where your mount is,” I was
told.
Meanwhile, the skies over St. John’s remained cloudy—it was caplin season. I needed a longer
telephoto lens to shoot icebergs and puffins and eagles and gannets. But I now had the
astrophotography bug. I was doomed. All About Stars RASC St. John’s Summer 2021
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Guerilla Astrophotography
Guerilla astrophotography with Newfoundland skies means taking advantage of every clear sky
opportunity. This past winter (2020/21) has been a global disappointment with only a handful of
clear nights for imaging.
Purchasing an expensive astrograph when its use would be so infrequent weighed heavily on me.
I was inspired by Dr. Roger Clark (clarkvision.com) to consider a telephoto lens rather than a
telescope for astrophotography. The latest versions of “super” telephoto lenses (like Canon L
branded lenses) with exotic and/or low-dispersion glass elements, nano-structured lens coatings and
fast auto-focus and image stabilization are, says photographer Ken Rockwell, expensive as L.
Legacy lenses dating back to the 1980s (manual focus) and 90s (electronic focus) are available for a
fraction of the cost of the latest models used by professionals like Clark. The very best Canon
lenses in the 80s/90s employed lens elements made of artificially-grown Fluorite crystal and ultralow dispersion (UD) glass, provided Canon with a competitive advantage unmatched for decades.
The Fluorite objective lens in a super telephoto lens takes months to “grow” but the resulting
telephoto performance can be spectacular.
I immersed myself in the telescope versus telephoto debate. I learned a smaller field of view (FOV)
is a function of longer focal length (FL). I learned a pinpoint star had a resolution no smaller than
the diffraction limit imposed by the “Rayleigh criterion” for a given aperture D. An astrograph
telescope is superior for imaging pinpoint stars when the “Rayleigh criterion,” “Strehl ratio” and
infinity focus are optimized for this narrow purpose.
But between the stars, the imaging of faint nebulosity? Between the stars, it is the focal ratio
R=FL/D that is paramount—the total number of photons across the field of view is proportional to
1/R^2. The Keck telescope, with its 10m aperture and 17.5m focal length, has essentially the same
focal ratio (F1.75) as a “nifty fifty” camera lens (50mm at F1.8), which means that both “lenses”
acquire the same number of photons per camera pixel per second. The core capability of the
telephoto lens versus a telescope is that its focal ratio tends to be one or two “stops” faster (each
stop is a factor of two more light), a key factor in guerilla astronomy where time is of the essence.
The first telephoto lens I purchased for astrophotography was a first-generation Canon EF 300mm
F2.8L auto-focus lens without image stabilization (non-IS), manufactured in 1997. Canon EF
lenses are electronic “focus by wire” and require a moderately expensive adapter (e.g. Sigma MC11 for $250) to mount this DSLR lens to my Sony full-frame mirrorless camera. The biggest risk of
my EF300 was, if it failed, it could not easily be repaired. Substantially lowering this risk is the
fact professional-grade lenses are built to withstand professional-grade abuse.
My Canon EF300mm lens taught me a lot about astrophotography with super telephoto lenses and
this lens’s limitations with respect to coma, diffraction and infinity focus. The EF300 wetted my
appetite for deep sky objects (DSOs). To match a DSO field of view with a full-frame sensor
requires a focal length of about 500mm (or greater), which is beginning to overlap with high
performance telescopes, in particular the legendary 530mm focal length Takahashi FSQ106 F5
astrograph.
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Guerilla Astrophotography
I followed online telephoto and astrophotography discussion
groups, particularly those discussions describing user’s
experiences with “hidden gems” amongst the lenses adapted to
mirrorless cameras. Through the posts of
Danny Young (@nzmacro), a birds-in-flight enthusiast from
New Zealand, I first became aware of the manual focus
Canon FD-mount 500mm F4.5L telephoto lens manufactured
in the 1980s. I reasoned lenses good for birds must also be
good for stars.
When I learned the optics for the highly esteemed Takahashi
FSQ106 astrograph was manufactured by Canon, I had an
epiphany: it was inconceivable the best optics of which
Canon was capable would be reserved for a third-party
telescope manufacturer like Takahashi; surely, the optics
in Canon’s very best lenses represents the very best of
Canon’s optical capabilities.
Figure 3 Imaging rig - Canon FD
500mm F4.5L and Sony A7 (modified)
on iOptron CEM40 mount.

I determined the FD500 had a 110mm aperture Fluorite and
UD element in a triplet objective with focussing and field
flattener lenses covering a full-frame image circle. This is
difficult to do and explains why astrographs covering a fullframe image circle are expensive. When I also discovered the magical qualities of the early Taks
was attributed to the inclusion of Fluorite elements in their design, I recognized the pedigree of
the Canon FD lens matched that of the Tak! I also learned FPL53 glass in APO telescopes is
prized because its properties are similar to Fluorite.
The FD500 appeared to me to be a potentially good optic for guerilla astrophotography. Despite
this lens being designed and manufactured in the 1980s, it still represented the best lens design of
that time. Its mechanical engineering is supremely robust and unlike its electronic successors is
almost guaranteed never to fail. Its cost (1000 USD) was 1/8th the cost of the Tak.
From a telescope point of view, the FD500 is essentially an APO triplet with matched field
flattener. Longer telephotos like the FD500 are more likely to be optimized for infinity focus.
Telephoto lenses are considerably less weight than a telescope, promising shorter cooldown times
and less susceptibility to vibration due to Newfoundland’s windy conditions. The FD500 also had
a drop-in screw filter holder accepting 48mm circular filters, compatible with the typical 2”
mounted astrononomy filter.
Adapters for the FD lens mount are not expensive, say $25-50, but quality of the adapter is still
important to ensure no internal reflections and a robust adapter is needed to ensure the camera
sensor is perfectly aligned with the optical axis.my filter.
I was fearful purchasing a relatively expensive pre-owned lens online. Online commentary
recommended buying lenses from reputable Japanese camera stores (having now purchased two
lenses from Japan, I can attest to this strategy). Shipping, duty, adapters, and HST are added
costs.
All About Stars RASC St. John’s Summer 2021
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Guerilla Astrophotography
There is a price premium for lenses that are in “mint” condition. In my case, both my EF 300/2.8L
and FD 500/F4.5L lenses were indistinguishable from new. Costs for the highest quality lenses are
increasing now that mirrorless cameras increasingly have in-body image stabilization (IBIS). With
trepidation, I pulled the trigger and purchased the Canon FD500 ( I also purchased an FD
compatible 1.4x teleconverter (TC) to extend the focal length to 700mm at F6.3 ).
When the FD500 first arrived, I experienced some angst when I discovered a tiny flaw on the
surface of one of the internal lens elements, which turned out to be completely invisible in
practice (unlike dirt on a camera sensor). My first images showed a tiny reflection artifact I traced
to a metal surface internal to the lens that was not flocked. This was soon corrected. I also
experienced circular reflection artifacts arising from poor flocking inside one lens adapter. A
second FD adapter with better flocking turned out to be incompatible with the 1.4x TC, requiring
the purchase of a third, higher quality, adapter.
Colours from the FD 500 are sublime. There is no coma, no astigmatism (batwing coma), little or
no chromatic aberration, and stars are small and sharp (See Figure 1). Nebulosity has a creamy
texture with subtle features (given adequate exposures. (See Figure 2). There is noticeable coma in
the corners of a full-frame image using the 1.4x TC but the TC does provide increased detail in the
centre of the field of view at 700mm focal length.
Advanced multiband filters (like the Optolong Enhance) bring the power of narrowband imaging to
one-shot colour (OSC) cameras. The best astronomy filters can be expensive, exceeding the cost
I paid for the FD500 itself! With the FD500, switching from broadband RGB to narrowband SHO
imaging can be done with the insertion of one drop-in multi-passband filter.
The FD500 performance turned out superb for both terrestrial and astro photography. For
astrophotography, the FD500 is mounted on a go-to equatorial mount using a universal dovetail and
traditional telescope rings (See Figure 3). The manual focus is smooth and precise. Focus is made
easier with focus magnification tools internal to the digital camera.

Figure 1 Aberration mosaic (M13 Great Globular
Cluster in Hercules).One 60 second exposure in
Sony raw format
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Guerilla Astrophotography
None of the astro targets I’ve imaged so far would have been improved if I’d substituted a
Takahashi astrograph for the FD500—my imaging is still limited more by seeing conditions,
mount tracking errors, and exposure times (never enough).
The Canon FD 500 F4.5L is a hidden gem of a lens for land and deep sky imaging; indeed,
this lens is a poor man’s Tak. This telephoto lens is proving to be an excellent tool for my
guerilla astrophotography.
In conclusion, a host of new technologies enable the guerilla astrophotographer: mirrorless
interchangeable lens cameras (MILCs) with advanced sensors boasting high dynamic range and
low noise; a vast range of legacy lenses across multiple vendors dating back to the single lens
reflex (SLR) film and early digital sensor SLR (DSLR) eras; 100s of adapters allowing almostany DSLR lens to be mounted on almost-any mirrorless camera body; lightweight camera
tracking mounts or heavier computer-controlled equatorial mounts with astronomy target
databases and “go-to” capability; multiband filters designed for one-shot (i.e. colour) cameras;
and advanced astrophotography software to align and stack large numbers of shorter exposures,
with a library of post-processing algorithms to subtract light pollution, reduce noise and enhance
the faintest nebulosity embedded between the stars.
Equipment list
Canon FD 500mm F4.5L Sony A7 (modified)
iOptron CEM40 mount
guidescope with imager
Optolong Enhance tri-band filter

“RASC St. John’s” Youtube Channel
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Members in the News
by Mike Morrow
& Chris Stevenson

Congratulations to Anna O’Grady

Anna O’Grady, a PhD candidate at the Dunlap Institute of the University of Toronto and a past
member of the St. John’s Centre of the RASC, is the lead author of a recent Astrophysical
Journal paper that describes her discovery, in the Magellanic clouds, of a small number of very
rare stars that exist at the boundary between more massive stars that will end their lives as
supernovae, and less massive stars that will instead shed their outer layers as planetary nebulae
end up as white dwarfs. Such stars, called Super Asymptotic Giant Branch stars (or Super-AGB
stars), had been predicted but had not been observed prior to the work of Anna and her
collaborators.
Anna studies the evolution and variable behaviour of massive stars that are the progenitors of
supernovae. In March 2019, she spoke, at the monthly meeting of the St. John’s Centre, about her
work on an exotic class of stars called Thorne-Żytkow Objects (TŻOs), predicted to exist by
Kip Thorne and Anna Żytkow in 1977. These are thought to be the products of rare stellar
mergers involving hot, compact stars, such as the engulfing of a neutron star by a red giant or
upergiant companion. Such objects are luminous and relatively cool, extremely variable, and
should also exhibit unusual isotopic ratios in their composition. While carrying out a systematic
search of the Magellanic clouds for stars with such properties, Anna and her collaborators found,
out of approximately 1.5 millions stars examined, eleven that are highly variable but whose masses
appear to be too small to be TŻOs. The newly discovered stars appear to have evolved beyond the
stage in stellar evolution where energy generation in the core is due to the fusion of helium, and to
also be generating energy by the fusion of carbon. The successive stages of the nucleosynthesis in
the cores of dying massive stars are predicted to occur exponentially more quickly with each stage,
and these stars are expected to have very brief lifetimes of between 10,000 and 70,000 years. Based
on their observed properties, these 11 unusual stars appear to be examples of the previously predicted
Super-AGB type star. Such Super-AGB stars would exist at the boundary between populations of
stars that will evolve in very different ways as they age. Their discovery will provide important new
understanding of factors that determine the possible outcomes of stellar evolution and the
abundances of heavy elements in the universe.
Anna accepted an invitation to talk about this discovery at the April 2021 meeting of the St. John’s
Centre of the RASC (on our Youtube channel) . You can read more about Anna’s discovery at
http://www.dunlap.utoronto.ca/u-of-t-student-discovers-rare-star-population/ . A link to the journal
article in which this work is reported is at ( but may be restricted access )
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020ApJ...901..135O/abstract
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Intelsat 10-02 Photometry Project

Jim Johnston
& Dr. Donald Bédard
Intelsat 10-02 is a geostationary communications satellite (1.0 degrees West Longitude) operated
by Intelsat which was launched on June 16th, 2004. It provides digital broadcasting, telephone, and
broadband internet access to users in Europe, South America, Africa, and the Middle East. Its initial
mission duration was for approximately 13 years. In August of 2020, MEV-2 (Mission Extension
Vehicle 2 owned by Northrop Grumman Innovation Systems) was launched, as part of a three
satellitepayload aboard Ariane 5, with its intentions being to prolong the mission duration of
Intelsat 10-02. It would accomplish this by performing an orbital rendezvous with 10-02 and then
taking over its propulsion and navigation functions. The MEV-2 successfully docked with the
Intelsat 10-02 at 1:34 p.m. EDT on Monday April 12th 2021. MEV-2 will stay attached to Intelsat
10-02 for the next five years before it moves on to the next satellite to be serviced. Servicing
satellites is a technology that will be used to extend the operational lifetime of costly satellites.
On June 10th, 2020 I responded to a request for observers on the East Coast to assist Dr. Donald
Bédard in collecting photometric data of this unique event. Don is a Defence Scientist at Defence
Research and Development Canada (DRDC) and he was interested in collecting photometric light
curves of the Intelsat 10-02 satellites before and after the MEV-2 docking to determine whether
observers from the ground could detect this occurrence by analyzing the changes in the light
curves. The Intelsat 10-02 servicing mission was an ideal subject for this experiment since a lot
of information about this mission was openly available on the internet.
Broadband photometric light curve have been used by the space surveillance community to
determine whether a satellite, or space debris object, is spinning or is stable, in other words in an
orientation that is maintained. For spinning objects, the analysis of one light curve can yield the
rate at which the object is spinning as well the orientation of the spin. The analytical techniques
used to obtain this information are nothing new and have all been developed by astronomers and
astrophysics studying binary stars, exoplanet transits and asteroids in our solar system. However
this time around, Don added a twist to the experiment in that he was looking to obtain light curves
using three color filters, blue (B), green (G) and red (R).
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Intelsat 10-02 Photometry Project
He initially wanted to use the Sloan u’, g’, r’ and i’ however none could be found in time for the
experiment – unexpectedly the COVID-19 pandemic caused the supply for these to dry up. His
plan was to look at how the colour of the spacecraft changed over with time.
The imaging equipment chosen for this project included the Explore Scientific 127ED Refractor
telescope paired with the ZWO ASI183mm Pro CMOS camera and the afore mentioned R, G, and
B imaging filters. This combination of scope/camera gave a Field of View (FOV) of 0.79 x 0.53
degrees. Imaging a geostationary satellite is a bit different then imaging a Deep Sky Object (DSO),
as unlike a DSO, the geostationary satellite remains stationary in the sky, and thus no tracking is
required by the mount. Having said this, one is still required to capture calibration stars during
every imaging session to be able to measure things such as seeing conditions, background sky
darkness, etc, and as such tracking is required for this part.
Figure 2: Sky position of Intelsat 10-02

>

Figure 3. An image of the Intelsat 10-02 collected on 10 March 2021.
Also seen in this picture are the MEV-2 servicing vehicle as well as the
Thor 5 and Thor 6 communications satellites. In this image, all the
satellites appear as point sources while the stars appear as streaks.

Track

Figure 1 - Imaging train

Thor 5 >
Thor 6 >

MEV-02 >
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Intelsat 10-02 Photometry Project

To date, we have managed to capture numerous nights of “pre-docking” data, and have even
managed to capture a few nights leading up to, which clearly show MEV-2 maneuvering
around the vicinity for Intelsat 10-02 prior to docking. We have also captured a handful of
nights of post-docking data, with more to follow later in the year. In the mean time, Don and
his collaborators at DRDC and York University have been busy processing the imagery to
extract the light curves that they were after. By analyzing the measurements that I collected
over a period of eight months, they hope to show that multi-band photometric measurements
can be used to detect that an object of interest has changed somehow. As shown in Figure 4,
their preliminary results do show that the Intelsat 10-02 light curve changed after the docking
event. Follow-up observations later this year will be required to confirm that the Intelsat 10-02
light curve has indeed changed as a result of this event.

Figure 4. G-band photometric light curves of the Intelsat 10-02 and MEV-2 spacecraft
before and after the docking event that occurred on April 12th, 2021. The data was
processed by Mr Jack Wawrow, a 3rd year student from the Earth and Space Engineering
program at York University, who is currently doing a year-long co-op term at Defence
Research and Development Canada.

This experience has been very positive for everyone involved. For myself, I have enjoyed the
experience of collecting actual scientific data using the tools that I normally use to capture DSO
images and have learned a few new things in the process. For Don and his team mates, this
provided them with a unique opportunity to get photometric measurements of an event that they
couldn’t have otherwise observed. The results from this experiment will be eventually find its
way into at least one scientific paper and will serve as the basis for future experiments on multicolour characterization of satellites and space debris. Perhaps more importantly, this experiment
also served to show how every astronomers can contribute to studying the space environment
closer to our planet.
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The 2020 Member’s Christmas Card
Have you forgotten 2020 yet ?
Most of you would have gotten this memento as a
Member Thank-You and a Christmas Card.
The card highlights some of the events of the past year
or so. Events such as the Snowmageddon which was
quickly followed by a Covid-19 Pandemic lock-down
that paused our in-person events and made us all virtual
characters on Zoom; without that we would have ceased
to be a benefit to members.
Todd Baker’s fabulous “Cabot Moon” still inspires some
of us to duplicate his effort and has made us learn new
skills of Moon and Sun ephemeris details.
And who could forget MARS, certainly not Garry !

Comet Neowise ( C/2020 F3 ) single-handedly pulled
everyone out of a too-long “mood” and allowed a
remarkable series of personal ( and a few small-group )
observing sessions all through the Summer.
It didn’t take long for our first few images to appear
in the media and spark a huge public interest. Nikolay’s
beautiful street shot showed how easily the comet could be
seen, even from a busy downtown street.
Many members were able to avail of the good weather to
image a rare ‘decent’ Comet; images as good as anywhere.
Memories forever.
Unfortunately / fortunately the Comet created an upsurge in
Astronomy interest, however equipment quickly became
scarce for the new astronomers and there’s hope the interest
can be continued when the Pandemic isolation measures are
mostly finished - keep a mask handy !
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RASC Robotic Telescope Datasets Now Available

James Stacey

Are you a budding astrophotographer but don’t have access to the latest and greatest
telescope and imaging cameras? If so, you may be interested in the Royal Astronomical Society
of Canada’s Robotic Telescope project. Access to an online repository of image data may be
purchased through RASC’s online store. Two years of image data are available (a total of 30
datasets from 2019 and 2020) for a single subscription.
The RASC Robotic Telescope is an RC Optical Systems (RCOS) telescope with a 400mm (16 inch)
aperture and 3552mm focal length on a Paramount ME mount. The field of view for the SBIG
STX16803 imaging camera (4096 x 4096 pixels) mounted on the RCOS 16 is 36’x36’ (0.522 arcseconds per pixel). Wide field (12 degree field of view) data is also available from an astromodified Canon full-frame EOS 6D camera with a 200mm F2.8L lens mounted to the RCOS 16.
RCOS telescopes are widely used by professional astronomers and boast impressive optical
specifications. The telescope is located under the pristine dark skies of the Sierra Remote
Observatories in Auberry, California. Both broadband (LRGB) and/or narrowband (Ha, O3, S2)
filters were used during image acquisition.
The image datasets are stored in an hierarchical file system labelled according to target. The
files are in a variety of formats that preserve the linear (raw) integrity of the signals. The Canon
6D data are in raw format. The SBIG datasets are generally in FITS file format compatible with a
wide range of astro-processing software, although some data is also duplicated in PixInsight’s
XISF format. In many cases, the datasets are available as calibrated files (i.e. preprocessed with
bias, darks and flats). This is an attractive option for those eager to skip directly to stacking and
aligning the data for subsequent image processing, when the exciting vistas of the deep sky
between the star begins to emerge.
The challenge of processing these datasets ranges from easy to difficult. Research grade
instruments have their research grade quirks and occasional flaws. Files from the Canon 6D can
be processed in Photoshop or in readily available free software (GIMP). LRGB broadband and
SHO narrowband files need more sophisticated software and algorithms to process, some of
these are commercial subscriptions and others are available in the public domain.
The targets range from many familiar Messier objects (e.g. M1 Crab Nebula, M27 Dumbbell
Nebula) to more exotic targets such as the stellar nursery NGC1333 filled with glowing protostars less than a million years old and vast clouds of interstellar dust and nebulosity.
The RASC requests that images posted by users include a watermark embedded in the image
acknowledging the RASC Robotic Telescope, with a copy of the image sent to the RASC.
Currently, and perhaps unfortunately, processing datasets from the RASC Robotic Telescope
cannot be used towards the RASC’s Deep Sky Astro-Imaging Certificate. Nevertheless, access to
remote robotic telescopes like the RASC Robotic Telescope is an increasingly available option
for amateur astronomers that don’t have access to the darkest skies or the wide range of
expensive equipment acquired by “well-heeled” enthusiasts. The access fees charged by the
RASC are extremely modest in this context and subscribers provide valuable support of this
worthy outreach program. Check the “Gallery” section for examples of my processed images.
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St. John’s Centre Executive
****************************
President - Garry Dymond
Vice President - Phil McCausland
Secretary - Randy Dodge
Treasurer - Jim Johnston
National Council - Marcellus Redmond
Observing - Nikolay Damyanov
Equipment - Chris Stevenson
Webmaster - Craig Peterman
Library - Mike Morrow

The Centre Website - www.stjohnsrasc.ca
contains event announcements that are
updated as necessary. The Sky This Month
with Observing Calendar is posted every
month.
During events, social media ( Twitter,
Instagram ) are used for more timely
updates.

Past President - Robert Babb
Audit - Doug Grouchy

Committees ( Constituted after AGM )
LPA DSPObservatory -

Upcoming Meetings
Sept 16 - Dr. Chris Herd, Mars Rover
Oct 10 - Annual General Meeting ( AGM )
- Election of Oﬃcers
Nov 17 Dec 15 - Christmas Social
We are currently holding meetings via
Zoom. An account is not required and you
don’t have to appear on camera.

Geminids
Meteor Shower
The Geminids are usually the
strongest meteor shower of the year
peaking around December 13 and 14.
This is the one major shower that
provides good activity prior to
midnight as the constellation of
Gemini is well placed from 10 PM
onward.
The Geminids are often bright and
intensely colored. Due to their
medium-slow velocity, persistent
trains are not usually seen. Moon will
be at 78% so maybe a problem.
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RASC Robotic Telescope Images
James Stacey

James Stacey

Gallery
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Recent Photos on RASCNLTalk

Almost-Gone Moon - Bernard Day

Moonrise at Terra Nova - James Stacey

Recently Active Sun - James Stacey

Magnificent Jupiter - Bernard Day

Gallery
Beautiful Saturn - Bernard Day
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